Gundersen Health System Scrub Wearer Policy

Scrubs Deposit and Policy

Each student has the ability to retrieve up to 2 sets of scrubs at a time from the scrub machines throughout their rotation at Gundersen (regardless of color – 2 sets total). If the student does not return their scrubs by the end of the rotation, it is our policy to charge a $25 fee. Because of this, we require that each student give a $25 deposit check at the beginning of each rotation. This check will only be cashed if all scrubs are not returned. The student will be notified that scrubs were not returned and given the opportunity to return them before cashing the check.

Please review the following if you wear scrub attire provided by Gundersen Health System:

- On 2nd floor Heritage Building, the scrub machines are around the corner from the E Elevators. **THIS IS WHERE YOU GET AND RETURN YOUR SCRUBS.**

- If you are working in a restricted or semi-restricted area you will be required to wear ceil blue scrubs. You must also wear a ceil blue cover jacket, hair bonnet and if also beard cover if needed.
  - **CEIL BLUE:** Operating Room and the Integrated Platform.

- Jade green scrubs are to be worn if you work in an unrestricted area. Please consult with infection control for designation of restricted, semi-restricted and unrestricted areas.
  - **JADE GREEN:** Everywhere else including the ICE House.

- Scrub stations will be loaded with the following scrub colors for each area
  - **GI** – jade green
  - **Emergency Services** – jade green
  - **Labor and Delivery** – ceil blue
  - **Peds/Maternal/Peds NICU** – ceil blue
  - **5th floor OSC** – ceil blue
  - **Central Service** – ceil blue
  - **2nd floor OR common area** – ceil blue and jade green
  - **2nd floor OR** – ceil blue

**REMEMBER:**

Blue scrubs are not to be worn outside, period.
If you are wearing blue scrubs, **you must have bonnets on unless you are wearing a white lab coat.** This includes the cafeteria.
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